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BYRON CREEK' COLLIERIES LIMITED 
P.0. BOX 270 

BLAIRMORE, ALBERTA 

TO< OEO 

#210, 639 - 5th Avenue S.W., 

Calgary, Alberta TZP OM9 

January 7, 1975 

Mr. A.R. Corner 
Administrator for Coal 
Mineral Resources Branch 

2s9 

Department of Mines & Petroleum Resources 
Parliament Buildings 
VICTORIA, British Columbia 

Dear Sir: 

This Tetter is in response to your notice dated November 26, 1974 re- 
garding information required by Section 39 of the Coal Act. Please 
accept our apologies for the lateness of our reply. We did not receive 
the request until mid December because the notice was mailed to Corbin 
Investment Co. instead of Byron Creek Collieries. On approximately 
December 17, 1974 I telephoned you and explained that most of the re- 
quired information was in the Golder Brawner Associates Report that 
had been submitted to the Department of Mines and Petroleum Resources 
and you advised that the balance of the information could be submitted 
as soon as possible but not too late in January of 1975. 

The information that was requested is as follows: 

1) %tails of the coal ,and stirface Tights held 
Golder Brawner sunilliary, 1 introduction 

3.1 location. 

2) Maps have been submitted 

3) History of exploration and past production 
Section 4 of Golder Brawner Report. 

4) Geological features 
'-u 

Section 5 of Golder Brawner Report. 

5) Geological information 
Section 5 of Golder Brak;;ller Report. 
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6) Coal Reserves 
Section 5.3 of Golder Brawner Report 
Approximately 200,OOO tons of clean coal was produced in 1974. 
Production for 1975 will be about 500,000 tons of clean coal. 

7) Short and long range plans in general terms 
Golder Brawner section 7 and 12 

8) Pre-production expenses and summary of pre-production work to November 
30,1974. 

Deferred mine costs 
Administration 

Coal testing 
Drilling 
Geological 
Pit design 
Roads 
Royalties 
Stripping 
Other 

$ 77,309 
54,150 

358,639 
108,160 

61,254 
119,973 
195,000 

47,672 
18,171 

$ 1,040,328 

9) Corporate structure or similar information regarding the owners and 
operators of the project. 

The leases were originally owned by Corbin Investment Co. but Byron 
Creek agreed in 1972 to lease the properties from Corbin. 

Byron Creek Collieries Limited is the operator of the project. 

!3yron Creek's corporate structure 
Authorized 6781 6% non-cumulative redeemable preferred shares of 
$100 each; 60,000 common shares of $25 each. 

Issued 35611 common shares $ 890,275 

10) Methods and terms of financing 
- Working capital generated by production 
- Demand bank loans secured by parent company guarantee 
- Parent company loans 

11) Mining method and operation is described in the Golder Brawner Report 7.1 
The percentage recovery of reserves has not been detcrinined i:*lre 
accurately than the estimates provided in the Golder Brawner report 5.3 

Preliminary Mining costs estilllates for 1975 are about $6.75 par ton; 
preliminary estimated total costs are $15.00 per ton. 

12) Coal quality - See Golder Brawner Section 6. 

3 . . . . 
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13) Cleaning plant 
Golder Brawner Section 11 
Recovery data 90% - 98% 
Capital cost $750,000. 
Operating cost 40 cents per ton 

14) Transportation 
Golder Brawner Sections 11 & 12 
Capital costs incurred $550,000. 

The capital costs do not include the proposed extension of the rail 
line to Corbin and the costs do not include the sub contractors trucks. 

Costs of hauling and loading the coal to rail spur are $2.00/tori. 

15) Energy requirements 
A 25,000 generator is used to provide electrical energy. The plant 
burns natural gas and no accurate record has been maintained of fuel 
cost but it is estimated to be approximately $1,000 per month. 

16) Labour statistics 
Byron Creek Collieries Limited employs 14 people. 

Our contractors employ approximately 50 people. 

Our labour contract has not been formally signed but at present we -__ 
utilize Kaiser resources contract as a guide. ; ,.. 

17) Employees do not reside at the mine site. Employees commute primarily 
to Spat-wood, Coleman, Blairmore and Hillcrest. A wash house is 
maintained near the plant for employees. 

18) Reclamation 
Soil is saved and great care is taken regarding water run off and 
slope stability. 

19) Environmental impact 
- Water run off has been studied and plans prepared for setting ponds. 
- Waste dumps are designed according to regulations. 
- Calcium chloride is used on the road to reduce dust. 

20) Access roads are on the Company's right of way. 

If you require any additional information, please contact David G. Patton. 

Yours very truly, 
BYRON CREEK COLLIERIES LIMITED 

David G. Patton 
Comptroller 

/mg 
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ABSTRACT 

This report presents a proposrd mining and reclamation plan for the 
first ten years of productiorfrom the Coal Mountain property near Corbin, 
British Columbia. 

Geological data from drill holes and surface outcrops were used 
to prepare sections from which two pits were designed. A mining 
sequence and method was selected and detailed pit designs drawn for the 
first three years of production. Both the final and intermediate designs 
incorporate bench plans, haul roads, waste dumps and measures to minimize 
the effect of the operation on the environment. A brief review of the 
stability of the pits and dumps has been made. 

A preliminary assessment of the environmental effects of the operatic? 
has been prepared by Howard Paish and Associates. 

The geological sections and designs of the pits, roads and dumps 
are shown in a series of 200 scale drawings. These drawings indicate the 
scope of the project and are not i::tended to be working drawings. 
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SL?llURY 

The pl-oposed coal mine would be located on Coal Mountain which is 

in southeastern British Columbia. Byron Creek Collieries Ltd. owns a property 

two square miles in area 2nd a railway right-of-way to the C.P. railhead at 

bicGillivray. 

The property was mined previously between 1908 and 1934; 2-3/4 

million tons were removed. 

The coal will be mined from the Balmer seam which is found in the 

lower portion of the Kootenay Formation. The mine will be an open pit opera- 

tions; two pits have been designed and are designated No. 3 Pit and North 

Ridge Pit. There are tw other reserve areas on the property that require 

more drilling before mining plans can be made. The two pits contain 13,820,OOO 

tons of clean coal and the remaining reserve contains approximately 25,000,OOO 

tons, most of which will be mined by underground methods. 

The coal is expected to have a heat value of 12,000 B.T.U's per 

pound. 

The mining method will enploy trucks and front-end loaders working 

25 ft. high benches and the maximum planned production rate is 1,500,OOO tons 

per year. The final slopes will have an overall angle of 40" with 30 ft. wide 

catch berms on 50 ft. high double benches. Waste dumps, which will stand at 

an angle of 35", will be located on the northwestern face of Coal Mountain and 

the excavation formed by the North Ridge Pit. 

There maybe slope stability problens in No. 3 Pit because the position 

of the coal/waste contact is not well defined. More drilling will be required 

to locate this contact and obtain geotechnical data. 

GOLL)ER, BRAWKER SL ASSOCIATES 
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A drainage scheme has been devised to collect al run-off from the 

mine, dump and plant arca and lead it to a settling pond where it will be 

decanted before being released to Corbin Creek. 

Topsoil from the operating pits will be spread over about 50 per 

cent of the final slopes of the waste dumps. The finished dumps will be 

reseeded. 

The coal cleaning plant and handling facilities will be a dry process 

and the coal will be broken to minus l-1/2 inches. 

The coal, which will be sold to Ontario Hydra, will be transported 

across Canada by unit-train. As soon as practical a rail spur will be con- 

structed between XcGillivray and Coal Mountain but until then the coal will be 

trucked (in limited amounts) to McGillivray. 

Several environmental effects zre expected. The access to the mine 

site through the valley of Michfl Creek, as planned, runs through an important 

winter range for elk and moose. Traffic to and from the mine may seriwsly 

effect these populatious. The unit-trains, which are planned to run on the 

existing road bed, on the east side of Michel Creek, would have a probable 

maximum frequency of three per week. Tliis arrangement is thought to represent 

a significant reduction in the hazard to the big game population, over that 

posed by heavy road traffic on the east side of the valley. 

Run-off from the mine, dumps and plant poses a threat to nearby Michel 

and Corbin Creeks. A system of collection ditches leading to a settlement pond 

is recommended to minimize this hazard. 

The 35' final slopes of the dumps will produce a continual supply of 

sediment to water running off of them until they are revegetated. It is be- 

lieved that the dressing of about 50 per cent of the final dump slopes with 

topsoil will greatly enhance the potential for rapid revegetation. A well- 

planned rcvcgetntion program, which will require experimental trials for the 

1 GOLDER,BRAWh"ER& ASSOCIATES 1 
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first several years, will partially replace lost wildlife habitat and reduce 

the aesthetic impact. 
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1.0 1NTRODLlCTIOS 

The mining and reclamation plan presented in this report has been 

prepared for Byron Creek Collieries Ltd., Blairmore, Alberta. The property 

is located in southeastern British Columbia. 

Golder Brawner and Associates Ltd. were retained to prepare the mine 

plan. The geological information for this plan was primarily obtained from a 

report to Byron Creek Collieries Ltd. entitled "Progress Report on Geology 

and Coal Resources of Coal Mountain ate Corbin, B.C." by Dr. V.11. Johnson. 

Howard Paish and Associates Ltd. were retained by Golder Brawner and 

Associates to prepare a statement on the environmental aspects of this operation. 
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2.0 

2.1 

PKOI’Ixl~ DESCKIrTION 

Locntion 

The proposed coal mine woul~d be located on Coal Xountain which is in the 

southeastern turner of British Columbia. The site is S miles due south of the 

Crowsnest Pas on Highway 3 (see Fig. 1) and is 3 miles west of the Alberta 

provincial boundary. It is 59 Ales north of the U.S. border which may be 

reached by a road through the valley of the Flathead River. The old mining 

town of Corbin is on the northern edge of the property. 

The mine is connected to the rail head at McGillivray by a 13 mile long 

road and railway route in the Michel Creek valley. The property consists of 

lots 6997 and 6993 each one square mile in area, and the railway right-of-way 

to McGillivary. 

2.2 Physiography 

Corbin is along the lower l-l/Z miles of Corbin Creek near its coon- 

fluence with !iichel Creek and is at an elevation of between 5,000 and 5,103 

ft. The Coal Kountain property lies between thae two creeks, is south of Corbin, 

and has east and west boundaries one mile apart. The crest of this long narrow 

mountain is at altitudes of 6,300 ft. to 7,000 ft., and the bigbest point is 

near tlic south end of lot 69?7. (See 200 scale topographic plan,Fig. 2.) 

Both sides of the mountain are steep; SOnlf slopes are at ang:'s of 

25". It is believed erosional control is affected by the thick-bedded weather- 

resistent sandstones which underlie the coal. 
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The railroad drops 720 ft. in 13 miles from the old Corbin "Y" 

to McGillivray at an average grade of just over one per cent. 

This is an alpine region with a short growing season; the vegetation 

is well established but sparse. 

There are four continuously flowing streams and many intermittent 

streams which flow only during freshet. 

2.3 Climate 

Although no official records are available for Corbin, study of climatic 

records in the East Kootenays indicate that average temperatures could range 

from -40°F in the winter to 80°F in the summer. Snowfall could be as high as 

8 ft. and the total average precipitation is approximately 20 in. per year. 

1 GOLDER, BRAWNER & ASSCCIATES 1 
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3.0 PREVIOUS MINING ACTJVITY 

Mining on Coal Mountain was started by the Corbin Coal and Coke 

Company in 1908 and continued with minor interruptions until 1934. Closure 

was due to a combination of depressed markets and labour trouble, and the 

machinery and rails were sold in 1938. Information on the mine and the pro- 

duction tonnages has been obtained from 1.) a 1973 report to Byroa Creek 

Collieries by Dr. V.H. Johnson, a consulting geologist who supervised the 

drilling program in 1972 and 1973, and from 2.) a report published in 1932 

by B.R. McKay of the Geological Survey of Canada. 

3.1 Mine Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 

Four adits were opened in the north end of the mountain to extract 

the nearly vertical north-south striking seams by a modified caving method. 

The No. 4 mine was the major producer; McKay reports 958,000 tons between 1913 

and 1930. It appears from McK:n::'s report that some mining was carried out 

in the eastern fault block which forms part of the future North Ridge Pit. 

Extensive surface subsidence in this area tends to confirm XcKay's statement, 

and for this reason the coal reserves in the eastern fault block of the 

North Ridge Pit have been discounted by 500,000 tons. This loss is an estimate 

obtained by measuring the extent of the subsidence from aerial photographs 

and should be checked by drilling and field work. The other three mines, 

from which a total of approximately 370,000 tons was mined, are not within the 

scope of the new development. 

3.2 No. 3 Mine 

On the west side uf the mountain approximately 450,000 tons were 

produced by Corbin Coal and Coke Company by open pit and underground operntiuns. 

At the southern end of the sfam,a pit was mined with a rail-mounted steam 

GOLDER, BRAWNER & ASSOCIATES 
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shovel. In the central part of the seam s*mf underground workings were 

developed. Between 1943 and 1948 Conlinco produced 183,400 tons and Hillcrest 

Mohawk produced 224,600 tons by open pit methods. Much of this came from 

the upper extensions of the pit. 

Proposed operations for 1974 would start immediately north of the old 

No. 3 pit. 

3.3 No. 6 Mine 

On the east side of the mountain there is a long narrow syncline that 

appears to have fewer geological complications than most of the other structures 

on Coal Mountain. The northern end of the coal outcrop is near the north end 

of lot 6996,where the syncline axis is at an elevation only slightly above the 

creek. The outcrop rises upwards towards the south and is near the top of the 

mountain at the southern edge of the property. Bothlinbs of the syncline were 

lnincd at the north end. The vest linlb was opened for a length of 1,200 ft. and 

heavily developed for about half that distance. The east limb was developed 

for a length of about 1,200 ft. and there is .some surface subsidence along the 

outcrop near the southern end of that operation. 

McKay reports a total of 598,000 tons of coal were produced from No. 6 

mine. 

3.4 Total Production 

The total production of coal from Coal :,iountain prior to 1949 is 

estiniated to be approxinlately 2-3/4 million tons. 
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4.0 GEOLOCX 

r 

The geological information used in this initial mine plan was totally 

obtained from Dr. V.11. Johnson's report, a map prepared by Dr. D.K. Norris and 

some Corbin Coal and Coke Company drill logs. This information, wEch has been 

assumed by Goldcr Brawner & Associates to be correct, was used to draw sections 

for mine planning purposes (see Figures 3.1 to 3.8). To indicate the extent 

of the coal reserves, an outcrop plan has been prepared (see Fig. 4). I 

In 1972 and 1973 Byron Creek Collieries drilled a total of 67 holes. 1 

This was in addition to 16 holes drilled by the Corbin Coal Company during their I 

operations. These holes indicate that the Coal Mountain fonuations have unuer- 
I 

gone extensive folding and faulting and that further drilling is essential in 

some areas to define the complex structures. Accurate surface napping and 

pit mapping during operations will improve the interpretations used to draw 

the mine planning sections. 

The following geologic description has been largely abstracted froru 

Dr. Johnson's report: 

4.1 Stratigraphy 

Hining on Coal Mountain is limited to the Jurassic marine shales of 
! 

the Femie Formation and the lower part of the Kootenay Formation which is 

borderline between Jurassic and Cretaceous age. I 

4.1.1 Fernie Formation 

The lower flanks of Coal Mountain on both sides are formed by the 

soft marine shales of the Fernie Formation. This unit coxtains no coal but 

was plastically deformed to accommodate the structures of the more rigid sand- 
! 

stone units of the overlying Kootcn;xy Fornation during the period of thl-usting 
j 

and folding. Blecausc uf this the Fernic Formatioil forms a weak unit. 

GOI,DER, URAWNER & ASSOCIATES 
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4.1.2 Kootermv I'orma tion 

Only the lower half of the Rootmay Formation is represented on Coal 

Mountain; the upper half has been removed by erosion. 

(a) Noose Plountain Sandstone 

The sandstone in the fossil beach, known as the Moose Mountain 

Sandstone, marks the change from marine sediments to the coal-bearing type 

of continental sediments that form most of the Kootenay Formation. The 

lower contact of this unit is gradational, but the upper contact is usually 

clean and readily distinguishable in the outcrops. It is the key horizon 

to mapping the coal-bearing strata of the Fernie Basin, 

Where feasible all core holes were drilled into the top of the Moose 

Mountain Sandstone to be certain that all the coal had been intersected. 

(b) Adanac Shale Member 

This shale which contains the coal known as the Balmer Seam, overlies 

the Moose Mountain Sandstone with a usually sharp co;'tact, and is regionally 

overlain by a generally shallow lnarine type sandstone called the Hillcrest 

Sandstone. The thickness of this unit ranges from 200 to 400 ft. On Coal 

Mountain all of the sandstones in the hdanac member are lenticular and 

identification of the top of the Ada:-ac is difficult. 

(cl Ilillcrest Sandstone 

Regionally the Hillcrest is a fairly distinctive thick-bedded sandstone; 

over wide areas it has the cbaractcr of a shallow narine sandstone. It generally 

contains a significant amount of iron-bearing ninerals, and in places has a 
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sj~licfous cement that makes it quite hard. on Coal Mountain all the sandstones 

arc lenticular which makes it difficult to he sure of the identity of the Hill- 

crest. 

Cd) Mutz Member 

All of the Rootenay beds above the Hillcrest Sandstone in this region 

are assigned to the Mutz member. The only coal seams other than the Balmer 

Seam found on Coal Mountain are in this member. These seams are thin and have 

not been considered in reserves reported below. 

4.2 Mine Geology 

It is proposed to mine two separate portions of the Balmer Seam by open 

pit methods over approximately the next eleven years - No. 3 Pit and the North 

Ridge Pit. Three other areas - the northern third of No. 3 Pit, the No. 6 

syncline and the Southwestern Shoulder urea could be mined in the future to an 

extent dependent on information obtained from drilling and on future economic 

conditions. 

The coal seams have been folded and the coal was squeezed into the tops 

and bottoms of the folds. As a result, the in-seam non-coal partings have been 

intermixed with the coal in such a way that separation during the mining process 

would be difficult. Nonetheless some selective mining could be possible. This 

report makes the assumption that 20 per cent of the measured coal .seam volume 

would be rejected by sorting of coal and shale during the mining process. 

4.2.1 No. 3 Pit 

The geology of this pit has been defined by 24 holes drilled in 1372 

a11d 1973. In addition 16 holes were drilled by Corbin Coal and Coke Company 

GOLDER, URAWSER & ASSOCIATES 
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and Cominco drilled 19 holes. The geology is fairly well defined except for 

the northern and the eastern walls of the pit (see Figs. 3.1 to 3.4). 

At present the coal is exposed at the southern end of the pit where 

previous operations removed the top of the seam and left about 60 ft. of coal 

in the bottom of the pit. The eastern wall of the pit contains coal but the 

steep dip of the scam prevented it from being mined without extensive stripping. 

In the northern end of the pit the coal is covered by up to 300 ft. of over- 

burden. 

The main coal tonnage is contained in a northward plunging double 

syncline that outcrops at the southern end and also on the western limb. The 

average plunge is approximately 15' in the southern end but apparently steepens 

to about 30' towards the north where the seam is cut off by a steep, northerly 

dipping fault. In the northeastern corner, the eastern limb of the syncline 

appears to be folded into an anticlinal structure which may be modified by 

longitudinal faulting. Hare drilling is required to define this structure 

since it is covered by approximately 350 ft. of overburden. 

In the southeastern corner, the eastern limb is folded into an anti- 

clinal structure dipping at approximately 70" which has been faulted so that 

the two limbs are separated by a 70 ft. wide band of Moose Mountain Sandstone. 

This easterly limb is probably associated with the seam in the Southwestern 

Shoulder area which could be mined by a southern extension of this pit. 

The folding may have produced thickening in the centrc of the seam and 

also some smaller drag folds which will only become apparent during mining. 

There is a shalt serum in the bottom of the syncline which appears to be 

continuous over the length of the pit. 

With allowance made for the shale partings and an estimated 250,000 

tons removed iron the underground workings, No. 3 pit contains approximntcly 
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7.5 million tms of clean coal, i.e. delivcxcd coal. 

4.2.2 Knrth Ridge Pit 

This pit is separated fron the No. 3 pit by three transverse faults 

(Norris) and has a strike length in n north-south direction of approxinately 

3,000 ft. Eleven holes were drilled in this pit in 1973 which defined the 

general shape of the seam but further work is required to loc::te its position 

rnorc accurately (see Figs. 3.5 to 3.5 and Fig, 4). 

The southern end of the seam has a large outcrop and a synclinal 

structure that plunges to the north. The eastern limb of the syncline has 

been displaced downwards by a thrust fault and it is believed that the No. 4 

Mine removed som of this structure. 

In the centre of the pit there is an outcrop of the western portion 

of the double syncline which has been eroded in the north. This anticlinal 

structure gradually dies out to the north and the sew is practically flat 

where it crops out at the northern end of the mountain. 

It is estimated that the Xorth Ridge Pit contains 6.3 million tons 

of clean coal. 

4.2.3 No. 6 Syncline 

This structure is a syncline with a length of about 6,000 ft. within 

the Coal Mountain property (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). This structure crops 

out on the east side of Coal !iountain, rising southward from mar creek level 

at the So. 6 mine adit to the crest of the mountain. Despite the increase in 

elevation of the outcrops, the axis of the syncline is only about 300 ft. 

higllcr at the south property lint than at the :nine portal. 

h total of 20 ilnlcs were dri~llecl in this structure. 
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Along the west side of the No. 6 syncline, the Noose Mountain Sandstone 

is folded into a generally steep almost symmetrical anticlinc. Over much of 

its length, the sandstone and the overlying coal plunge steeply toward the 

west. Midway in the trend, and for a strike length of nearly 2,000 ft., the 

crest of the anticline is flattened and an area of shallow coal up to 400 ft. 

wide remains on this gentle a-est. 

A total of 12 holes were drilled in this seam. The relationship of 

this seam to the eastern limb of the seam in the No. 3 Pit must be investigated 

to determine how much of the coal on the western side of the mountain can be 

economically mined. 

With allowance made for previous underground mining and the extensive 

shale partings, it is estimated that the seams on this side of Coal Mountain 

contain 22 million tons of clean coal most of which will have to be recovered 

by underground mining. 

4.2.4 Southwest Shoulder Reserve 

This area has not yet been drilled but is thought to contain between 

two and six million tons of coal. As stated above,it is probably the southern 

extension of the eastern limb of the No. 3 Pit seam, but the surface outcrops 

have been obscured by landslide debris. Drilling is required in this arca. 

4.3 Coal Reserves 

The coal reserves of these four areas arc tabulated on the accompanying 

sheet. 

1 GOLDER~. BRAWSER & ASSOCIATES 1 





5.0 COAL QUALITY ___~__ 

The following data relating to coal quality was obtained from Dr. 

Johnson's 1973 report to Byron Creek Collieries. 

5.1 Rank 

The coal at Coal Mountain is classed as medium-volatile bituminous 

coal in the ASTlY standards of rank. 

5.2 Quality 

The crushing and shearing of the coal during deformation have mixed the 

shale from the original partings intimately into the coal. For this reason 

coal cleaning, which will leave an ash content of 16 to 18 per cent, will be 

required. 

The sulphur content is in the range of 0.2 per cent to 0.5 per cent. 

Preliminary laboratory data indicates that dry coal cleaned to 16 

per cent ash, should have between 24 per cent and 26 per cent volatile matter 

and a fuel value in excess of 12,000 B.T.U.'s per pound of coal. 

In certain isolated areas where the coal is unaffected by post-glacial 

oxidation it produces excellent coke as indicated by buttons having F.S.I. in- 

dexes in the range of b to 9. 
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6.0 MLEING PLAN 

Mine planning has been carried out for the southern two thirds of 

No. 3 Pit and all of the Xorth Ridge Pit which together would account for the 

first eleven years of production. Detailed plans have been made for the first 

three production years. As described in the section on Geology (see Section 

4.2) additional drilling on the north end of Pit No. 3, the #6 syncline and 

the southwest shoulder structure is required before any additional mine design 

can be carried out. 

Figures 5.1 to 5.3 show the final excavation of the southern two thirds 

of No. 3 Pit and the North Ridge Pit together with the coal and waste haul roads 

and the final waste dumps. In the pits, 50 ft. benches with 30 ft. berms are 

indicated on 40" overall slopes. All haul roads should be no less than 45 ft. 

wide on a maximum grade of 10 pzr cent and with ditches to carry run-off water to 

a settling pond. Dumps are shown with a 35" overall slope with ditches below 

the toe to collect run-off water. 

6.1 Mining Method and Equipment 

The mining method will be a conventional bench and ramp open cut 

operation using front-end loaders and small off-highway mining trucks. It 

is expected that most of the overburden can be loaded directly by the front-end 

loaders, although in some areas ripping with a bulldozer or light b1astir.g 

using a mobile, 6 in. drill will be required. The Moose Hountain Sandstoae 

is competent and will require blasting before loading; however since this 

formation underlies the coal it will only be stripped occasionally to flatten 

slopes to safe angles. It is likely that all the coal can be loaded by the 

front-end loaders without primary breaking. 
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The 25 ft. high benches will be cut in overburden and on final 40" slopes 

two benches will be combined to form n double bench 50 ft. high with a 30 ft. 

wide catch berm. This configuration will form a 60" bench slope (see Fig. 7). 

It is probable that these benches will be safe if controlled blasting techniques 

are used and thorough scaling is carried out (see Section 8.1 on stability 

considerations). 

Because shale must be sorted from the coal during mining, the coal should 

be mined in thin cuts. A temporary ramp will be left so that the front-end 

loader can dig from the top of the coal in appr,oximately 2 ft. to 5 ft. cuts. 

For the purpose of this report, it is assumed that about 20 per cent of the 

indicated coal volume will be sorted in the pit and a further 10 per cent 

approximately will be removed in the cleaning plant. This menm that 70 per cent 

of the indicated coal will be rccoverx:d as clean coal and that the 30 per cent 

reject volume will be added to the required waste dump volume. 

Ini'tially, at least, a mining contractor will be employed to strip, mix 

and haul the coal to the tipple. He plans to use the following equipmnt in 

the early production years: 

(i) Loading waste and coal - Caterpillar 988 front-end loader. 

(ii) Breaking waste, coal, and road and dump construction - two 

caterpillar D9 ripper-dozers and two Caterpillar D8 ripper- 

dozers. 

(iii) Shooting unrippable overburden - Gardner Denver track mounted 

6" to 9" drill. 

(iv) Hauling waste and coal - three 35 ton end dump trucks. 

(VI Plant utility - Caterpillar 966 front-end loader. 

(vi) Road maintenance - Caterpillar ii14 motor grader. 
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This equipment is small and flexible to suit the terrain before the 

permanent haul roads and wide pit benches are established. Eventually there 

may be separate equipment for mining the low density coal, i.e. loaders with 

larger buckets and trucks with side boards and tailgates. 

6.2 Mining Sequence 

No. 3 Pit and the Korth Ridge Pit will be mined in the following 

sequence: (the production schedule is shown in Section 6.3). 

1974: 250,000 tons of clean coal mined from the central area of No. 3 pit. 

This coal has been well defined by drilling and can be mined with a 

minimum amount of development. 

The stripping ratio will be approximately 4.5:1. The waste material 

will be used to widen the haul road and develop some r:>ads for 1975 

production. Figure 2 shows the road required to reach the top benches 

of this cut and figure 6.1 shows the pit excavation with 50 ft. double 

benches of a 40" overall slope, the haul road and the waste dump at 

the end of 1974. Between elevations 6,125 and 6,050, an in-pit haul 

road will be developed because the original haul road will not provide 

access to those benches. 

1975: 750,000 tons of clean coal mined from the south end of the North 

Ridge Pit. A road will be developed within the final pit limits as 

shown on Figure 2 and mining will proceed in a series of level cuts 

that will ~~IXYX the haul road 3s the pit is deepeiled. In this way 

a haul road does not have to be left in the final pit. 
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The stripping ratio in 1975 will he about 2.1:1 and the pit will be 

developed to elevation 6,200 ft. The waste will be dunped beside the 

main haul road to the plant and at the same elevation as the road. 

Figure 6.2 shows m-ii:e development at the end of 1975. 

As there will be several hundred thousand tons of coal exposed on 

the bottom and to the south of the 1974 development in No. 3 Pit, 

this coal will present an alternative mining source during 1975 if 

problems are encountered in developing the North Ridge Pit. Further, 

additional studies may show that preproduction stripping may be re- 

quired for No. 3 Pit as early as 1975. Other conniderations may 

have to take into account changing market requirements. For these 

reasons, modifications to the end of the year drawings for 1975 

and 1976 are probable. However, for the purpose of this report all 

of the coal after 1974 is considered to come from the North Ridge 

Pit so that it can be mined out to provide dumping room for waste from 

No. 3 Pit. In practice, deviations from this assumption will un- 

doubtedly occur and some development of No. 3 Pit during 1975 and 

1976 is probable. 

1976: 1,500,OOO tons of clean coal mined from the North Ridge Pit to an 

elevation of 6,100 ft. The same haul road will be used as in 1975. 

The stripping ratio will be l.l:l and the waste will continue to be 

dumped beside the haul road as shown in Figure 6.3. 

1977 to Third 1,500,OOO tons of clean coal per year from the North 
Quarter 1979 

Ridge Pit, The total tons mined from this pit will be approximately 

6,300,OUO tons. The total waste, i.e. mined waste plus waste 
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sorted from the coal, from the North Ridge Pit will 8,260,OOO 

cu.yds. for an overall stripping ratio of l.O:l. All the waste will 

be dumped beside the haul road to the plant. 

1979 Fourth 1,500,OOO tons of clean coal per year from No. 3 Pit. 
Quarter to 1984 

The total tonnage of clean coal will be approximately 7,520,OOO 

with a total waste volume of 28,510,OOO cu.yds. for an overall 

stripping ratio of 3.5:1. 

The initial mining will be on the eastern slope from which approx- 

imately 5,000,OOO cu.yds. of waste must be stripped before the coal 

is reached. This waste will be dumped into the southern end of the 

Nortl, Ridge Pit and eventually this pit will be filled with wste 

from No. 3 Pit. As mentioned in the section on 1975 Production 

above, this pit will require preproduction stripping. 

6.3 Productiw Schedule 

The production schedule is tabulated on the accompanying sheet and 

Figure 8 shows this information in graphical form. 

i 

. 
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7.0 

Waste comes from three sources: 

(a) Overburden 

(h) Waste sorted iron coal during mining. 

Cc) Waste cleaned from the coal in the cleaning plant. 

It has been assumed that the dumped waste occupies 25 per cent more 

volume than it occupied when in place. 

All waste from 1974 production and from the North Ridge Pit will be 

end-dumped beside the haul road to the plant until the toe of the dump is 

within 100 ft. of the property line. The rejects from the plant will also be 

dumped beside the road. Owing to the fact that these rejects contain coal and 

carbonaceous shale, they will be covered with overburden. Whenever soil is 

removed from the pit it will be tipped on final slopes of the dumps to facilitate 

rcvegetation or stockpiled along the edge 0:~ the dump and pushed over after the 

dump is finished. The dump beside the haul road will have an approximate capacity 

as designed of 12,000,OOO cu.pds and will take all the waste from the North 

Ridge Pit (see Figs. 5.3 and 9). 

Waste from No. 3 Pit, which will be mined initially from the crest of 

Coal Xountain, will also be dumped into the same dump until the North Ridge 

Pit is mined out (stage I). At that time the remaining waste from Pit So. 3 

will be backfilled into the final excavation of the North Ridge Pit (stage II). 

When that is filled, the haul road to the plant will be established on the 

western edge of the lower dump so that the remainder of No. 3 Pit waste can be 

dumped on top of it (stage III). The North Ridge Pit will hold approximately 

16,000,OOl) cu.yds. of waste and an additional 15,000,OOO cu.yds. can he placed 

on top of the first dump. Together these three dumps will hold all the waste 

from No. 3 Pit to the extent it is developed in this report. 
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6.0 STABILITY COKDTTTO1JS 

No stability investigations have been carried out by Colder IJrarnxr 

d Associates at Coal Mountain. The Iollowing comments arc based on experience 

gained at other coal mines in the East Kootenays. 

8.1 Pit Slope Stability 

Because there is no quantitative information on rock strengths, 

structure or on groundwater conditions, all slopes have been designed at an 

assumed conservative slope angle of 40". An exception to this is in the low, 

sandstone slopes, where slopes have been designed to conform to the dip of the 

interpreted structure. 

The following steps should be taken for the design and maintenance 

of safe slopes: 

(a) During any further exploration drilling, cores should be inspected to 

determine th? strength of the rock mass and the frequency of dis- 

continuities - joints, bedding, shears and faults. Core from selected 

holes should be oriented to deternine the dip and strike of the dis- 

continuities. Some laboratory testing will be required to deternine 

the strength characteristics of discontinuities. 

(b) Information is also required on groundwater levels since this will 

affect stability, particularly during rul-off periods. Monitoring 

groundwater levels in existing open drill holes will be of some value, 

and piezometers should be installed in selected exploration holes. 

(cl Permeability tests should be performed to find the overage permeability 

of the structures forming the pit walls so that groundwater levels c?.n 

be predicted. 
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(e) 

(f) 

Where blasting is required to excavate final slopes, light charges 

should be used to maintain the maximum rock strength possible. 

Structural geological mapping should be carried out in the pits to 

supplement the information obtained from the drill cores. 

Standard surveying techniques should be used to monitor the slopes 

as they are mined to evaluate their stability. 

8.1.1 The North Ridge pit is not expected to have serious slope stability 

problems because all the slopes will be formed in the competent Moose Moun- 

tain Sandstone and the greatest slope height will be 300 ft. Stability will 

be governed by the orientation, spacing, and length of joints and bedding planes 

and by the presence of faults on which sliding could occur. Exploration drilling 

and field mapping will provide information on these structures that will permit 

detailed slope design to be carried out. A stability problem might arise if 

the bedding planes are undercut to form catch benches. If this is the case, 

it is probably safer to clean the coal from the Moose Mountain Sandstone which 

can then be left intact to form a continuous slope. 

8.1.2 No. 3 Pit will have an east wall up to 1,200 ft. high excavated pre- 

dominately in the Hillcrest Formation. Drilling conditions were generally not 

good in this material. This indicates that the Hillcrest is probably not as 

strong as the Moose Mountain Formation, although it is possible that the 

strength is variable which could cause local stability problems. No information 

is available on the structure of the Hillcrest Formation. 

Production in 1974 will be in the Hillcrest Formation which will give 

an indication of the competency of this nlatzrial. Since mining of tile east wall 

will, after 1974, be at a much slower rate until the North Ridge Pit is depleted, 
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there will be tint to invfstigatf stability conditions and allow a more 

detailed design to be developed. 

8.2 Coal Seam Stabili.tv 

Figure 10 shows a typical section through the coal sem at the south 

end of No. 3 Pit. A preliminary stability analysis, using estimated strength 

values for the coal, was carried out to determine if the western limb of the 

syncline could be mined without causing the seam to fail and slide into the 

cut (Case 2 Figure 10). The results indicated that mining should ~cunme~~~e 

on the eastern limb to unload the crest of the slope before mining the western 

limb. For this reason No. 3 Pit should be mined by excavating the eastern wall 

before the western wall. 

'This stability analysis is based on assumed average groundwater con- 

ditions and on coal strength values measured on the same seam several miles 

north of Coal Mountain. The results are therefore only an indication of ex- 

pected conditions. 

8.3 Waste Dump Stability 

It is expected that the dumps will "slump" considerably after dumping 

due to consolidation of the material and failure of the crest where local 

oversteepening has occurred (see Fig. 11). This novement might result in the 

crest of the dump dropping several feet before an equilibrium condition is 

reached. The dump should be checked frequently and if excessive movement occurs 

anothm aria of the dump~should be used until nmvencnt has stopped; at which 

time the dump can be leveled off with further waste. A simple monitoring 

device is sham in Fig. 11 which will warn of dangerous conditions. 
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9.0 DKALNRGE 

The purpose of the drainage scheme outlined below is to keep the 

mine workings dewatered and to prevent sediment from entering Corbin and 

Michel Creeks. 

The general scheme which is indicated on Figure 2, will be to con- 

struct ditches below the mine and dumps that will lead all water running off 

the area disturbed by mining to a settling pond which will be located in the 

northwest corner of the property. 

A discharge structure constructed on the north side of the pond will 

control the rate of discharge and allow the water retained by the dpkes to be 

clarified to the point where it my be rclcased into the natural drainage. 

The lower ditches, dykes and discharge device need to be engineered to meet 

provincial requirements. If settlement of solids and rurbidity still remains 

a problem, flocculants may have to be added to hasten xttling. 

The western ditch will have to be located off of Byron Creek's pro- 

perty and will require a right of way in Lot 6998. 

9.1 Ditch Above No. 3 Pit 1974 Development 

In order to keep water from running into this pit, a grader-constructed 

ditch should be excavated on an old drill road (see Fig. 2). This appears to 

be the only place where this approach is useful, since the later pit developments 

intersect the surface in n manner that prevents the inflow of significant 

amOULltS of water. 

9.2 In-Pit Drainage 

Pit floors should be graded to alluw all water running off pit slopes 

and the floor to be coll~ected in large sumps. From there, the water can be 
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drained or pumped out of the pits to the lower collection ditch and led 

to the settling pond. 

9.3 Dump Top Drainage 

The tops of the finished dumps should be graded to r;xse the water 

falling on them to be led to the side of the main haul road where a ditch 

will lead to the mine settling pond. The intent of this procedure is to 

diminish the washing that occurs on the crests of the dumps. 

9.4 Roads - Ditches and Culverts 

The main haul roads should be ditched and culverted. 

9.5 Peripheral Collection Ditches Around Area Disturbed by Kining 

These ditches, which are mentioned in section 9.0 above, will collect 

all of the water running off the pits, dump and plant and lead it to the pond. 

Again, a right of way for a ditch will be required in Lot 6998 as indicated on 

Figure 2. 

9.6 Settling Pond 

This will be located on the northwestern corner of the Coal Nountain 

property and wil~l collect, clariiy and decant all water coming off the mine and 

plant area before releasing it into nearby Corbin Creek. The dykes that make 

up the pond, the discharge structure and the lover collection ditches pilust be 

engineered, and carefully constructed in order to meet applicable provincial 

regulations and safety requirements. Water coming from the mine and plant areas 

should be monitored at this point to see tilat it meets applicable provincial 

water quality control standards. 
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9.7 Control of Run-off Sediment I,\: the Kevegctation of Dumps 

As the waste dumps arc completml they should be reseeded. FOX 

this operation to have the best chance for success, the topsoil from the 

pits should be dumped over the edge of the finisbed slopes. This will take 

some operational management. If dumps are not complete, topsoil should be 

stockpiled near the crests and bulldozed over the edge after the dump is 

completed. Waste from the final stage of No. 3 Pit will contain no topsoil, 

therefore, dumps made from this waste will have to be revegetated without 

being dressed with topsoil. 
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10.0 CLEANING PLANT - 

A dry rotary breaker will be installed in the northeast corner of 

the property. It is estimated that this will recover 90 per cent clean coal 

from the feed. The reject will be trucked back to the waste dump currently in 

use and dumped in a manner that will allow it to be buried by overburden from 

the pits. The breaker product will be placed in a stockpile which will be 

loaded initially onto trucks and transported to McGillivray. As explained in 

Section 11.0, in 1975 at the earliest, a rail spur from McGillivray will be con- 

structed to service unit trains which will be loaded from this stockpile. 

The coal will be broken to minus l-l/Z inch and as such should not 

present a severe dust problem during transport. 
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11.0 COAL WRKET AND 'IRAI<SPORTATIOS 

The coal produced at Coal Mountain is to be sold to Ontario liydro. 

It will be shipped across Canada by rail to Thunder Bay on the north shore of 

Lake Superior. From there, during the lake shipping season, it will be 

transported by lake boat to the various thermal-electric plants within the 

Ontario system. In order to accommodate the coal from Nestern Canada the 

facilities nt Thunder Bay must be expanded. After this expansion is complete, 

the coal from Coal Mountain will be shipped by unit-trains hauling about 

10,000 tons each. At that time a rail spur will be completed between McCillivray 

and Coal Mountain. The earliest possible time for this spur construction would 

be 1975. Until then the initial lot of coal, 1974 - 250,000 tons, and perhaps 

some of the 1975 production will have to be hauled to KcGillivray by truck 

during the mummer and fall. Until the unit-train spur can be completed, the 

production from the mine will be limited, thus the production requirements 

listed in Section 6-3 represents the earliest and maximum possible shipments 

of coal. 

In 1974, the coal preparation plant product will be hauled to McGil1ivrz.y 

by a contractor in 35-ton trucks where it will be stockpiled and loaded onto 

the coal cars by a Caterpillar 988 front-end loader. 

Hopefully the spur will be completed in 1975. At this time unit-trains 

will come to the tipple at Corbin to be loaded from the stockpile there. Since 

each 500,000 tons of annual production equates to one unit-train per week 

a maximum envisioned production of 1,500,OOO tons per year, three trains per 

week will be required. 
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12.0 ENVIRDKNENT Ml) !,lITIGnTIOY 

12.1 Introduction 

The following assessnient of the environaentnl consequences of the 

coal mining development described in the foregoing sections of this report 

has been prepared by Howard Paish & Associates Ltd., Environmental and 

Resource %anagement Consultants. The study was conducted under contract to 

Goldcr Bramer & Associates Ltd. during January, 1974. 

The environmental statement offered here has been founded on an 

aerial examination of the site in January 1974; and on information on fish, 

wildlife and water resources obtained from regional representatives of the 

Fish & Wildlife Branch and Water Resources Service, Some information re- 

garding vegetative rehabilitation of spoil banks has been obtained through 

the courtesy of Kaiser Resources Ltd. A report by the Inter-Sector Coromittee 

of the Provincial Environmental and Land Use Corrnnittee titled "Future Open-Pit 

Mining in the Elk Valley with Special Keference to the Emkay-Scurry Proposal" 

was reviewed for relevant information. Reference has been made to the Land 

Capability Analysis, Canada Land Inventory, East Kootenay Area. The foregoing 

sources of information are gratefully acknowledged. 

No original field studies were conducted during this study. It is 

emphasized therefore that the following report is a general assessment of the 

envirourrental impact arising from the proposed mining operation, not a dc- 

tailed statexcnt. 

12.2 Dfveloplnent Plans 

The mining drvelopment outlined in this report consists of several 

major conponents having environmental consequences. These are outlined as 

follows: 
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a) Site Dfvelopmfnts 

The initial stage of site developmint consists of overburden 

removal and open pit mining of two coal deposits located on Lots 6999 and 6997. 

A second stage involves overburden removal and open pit mining of a single 

coal deposit on Lot 6997. The final operation proposed involves underground 

mining of remaining sub-surface coal deposits within the previously mentioned 

lots. 

b) Transportation Developments 

Road and railroad re-development will be required between 

Corbin and Highway No. 3, a distance of approximately 14 miles. The initial 

access developments proposed consist of the replacement of six bridges cross- 

ing Michel and Corbin Creeks, and upgrading of the existing road (much of which 

occupies an abandoned railroad grade). Present information indicates that 

the Provincial Department of Highways will undertake the road improvement. 

Conmencing in 1974 an initial l/4 million tons of coal will be hauled by 

trucks (gross wt. 110,000 lbs.) to rail facilities at McGillivray. Following 

this first year trucking phase of operations the existing rail grade will be 

re-developed from the present "loop" at McGillivray to the mine site, paml- 

lelling the existing road route. With the completion of rail hauling facil- 

ities all coal will be shipped by unit-trains, removing heavy trucks from the 

road. It is expected that two or three trains per week would operate on the 

route. 

Cl Overburden Disposal 

Overburden from initial upcn pit mining arfns will be disposed 

of by dumping nt the angle of repose on the west facing side of Coal Mountain. 

Topsoil will be placed on approximately 50 to 60 per cent of the completed 

dumi' faces. Figures 5.3 and Y provide the location and configuration of the 

spoil areas within Lots 6999 and 6997. Overburden from the second stage of 
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open pit mining will be largely placed in the pits created by earlier opera- 

tions, although some additional disposal by dumping may occur on the pre- 

viously designated spoil areas. The east facing slope of Coal Mountain is 

too steep for stable disposal of overburden, and it is for this reason that 

the west facing slope offers the preferred alternative. The final underground 

mining opelration is not expected to generate much waste material to spoil 

disposal areas, although some surface disturbance associated with access 

developments will occur. 

d) Construction of Facilities 

A number of facilities associated with the mining operation 

will be required. These include a rail "loop" and loading facilities, a 

breaker mill, access roads, and several service buildings. Water and power 

supplies will be required, and small sewage and waste disposal facilities are 

nfcfssary amenities. With the exception of the lands occupied by road and 

rail access routes all facilities will be located on Lot 6999, owwd by Byron 

Creek Collieries Ltd. 

12.3 Environmental Effects 

Several major environmental consequences from the mining development 

proposed in this report must be evaluated. These are briefly summarized as 

follows, and discussed in more detail later in the text of this report. 

1) Loss and alteration of lands providing wildlife habitat, par- 

ticularly winter range for wild ungulates (deer, moose, elk). Approximately 

600 acres of land will, for all practical purposes, be permanently removed or 

altered from its natural state by site, overburden, access and facility 

devclopncnts. 

2) Damsge an<1 alteration of wiltfr courses suppol-ting fish, rec- 

rentiun and domestic use though siltaLion and other forms of pollution. 
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3) Accidental mortality of wintering wildlife (principally m""sf 

and elk) resulting from collisions uitl, trains and vehicles. 

4) Disturbance of wintering ungulates by human presence and 

equipment "pfration. 

5) Aesthetic depreciation of the natural environment affecting 

general public recreation - and property values. 

6) Loss of forest rfs""rcfs. 

7) Loss of agricultural rfs"urces. 

8) Loss of archaeological sites. 

Loss and alteration of wildlife habitat (1). The potential loss of 

winter range for m""se nnd~elk is the most apparent, and important effect of 

the proposed mining enterprise on wildlife resources. About 600 acres of 

ungulate winter range will be permanently removr:d or irretrievably altered by 

site, access, overburden disposal and facility developments. This will re- 

duce ungulate populations. It should be emphasized that alternate winter 

range does not exist in the area. An unknown variety of other wildlife species 

also will suffer !:abitat losses. Some 200 vertebrate species may experience 

habitat losses ,in varying degree. It is difficult to assess the importance of 

losses of mmy other species such as small namals, passerine birds, etc. 

Some such as large raptors, rare species (if any exist in the area), etc. are 

demonstrably of public concern, however. A major objective should be t" pre- 

SE~VC species variety and those at least of rare status. 

The Land Capability Analysis, Canada Land Inventory, East K@otenay 

Area shows the singularly high wildlife capability of the area occupied by the 

proposed access developments and portions of the site development. It should 

he empllasized hcxe that the ungulate range involved in this mining development 

including tile mi~ne site, waste dumps, plant site, and access routes, probzbiy 

supports in excess of 250 mo"sr, elk and possibly deer, and is classed along 



with other similar areas in the East Kootenay as among the highest capability 

ungulate habitat on the continent. 

Damage and alteration of water courses (2). Silt and other pollution 

frorc waste dumps, pit drainage, and other mining activity sources may have 

adverse effects on streams. These effects nay be transported for substantial 

distances downstream, affecting fish and recreational use of the streams as 

well as water quality for domestic consumption. Both Corbin and Michel Creeks 

support populations of game fish, particularly cutthroat trout, which require 

relatively clean, clear water. Recreational attraction and domestic consump- 

tion also require high quality later and excess silt, colouration, oil, or 

otlwr contaminants would seriously detract from these uses. 

Accidental mortality of bimce animals (3). Winter concentrations 

of ungulates (moose and elk) are particularly susceptible to losses frm 

collisions with train and vehicle traffic. The initial truck hauling phase 

of the proposed mining operation poses a serious threat to moose especially, 

and to elk. Deer may also be threatened - if present in the area of operations. 

A heavy truck haultilg operation could virtually eliminate wintering moose in 

the Miche~l and Corbin Creek valleys and cause serious losses of elk. 

The present road and proposed rail routes traverse what is believed 

to be much of the prcfcl-red winter range for moose, elk and possibly deer. 

Present access developnent plans for both road and rail routes will 

further reduce ungulate winter range, and aggravate the probability of major 

10~~6s of animals through collisions. Locution of these facilities on the 

West (east-facing) side of Niche1 Creek valley would greatly reduce winter 

range and population losses. It is expected that rail hauling during the 

later stage of thr mining opc:raLion will greatly reduce the threat of colli- 
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sions; certninl~y the frequency of encounters between animals and trains will 

he very much less than that associated with truck hauling operations. 

While not appropriately a subject related directly to this mining 

dcvelopmcnt proposal, it appears likely that other coal deposits and other 

resource developments requiring road and rail transportation facilities may in 

time occur in the fiKche1 and Corhin Creek valleys. In the event this forecast 

is correct there is some substance in advocating that consideration he given 

to the development, at this tine, of a relatively permanent access corridor 

away from big game winter ranges. Certainly a proliferation of access devclop- 

merits serving a number of uses and interests should not occur, nor should pre- 

emptive developments take place at this time without consideration of alter- 

natives. Added support for these observations may be examined in the Inter- 

Sector Committee report mentioned in the introductory porticn of this report 

on environmental effects. 

Disturbance of wintering ungulates (4). The most serious aspects of 

disturbance from human presence and mining operations would entail the possib- 

ility that wintering animals would be denied access to winter ranges in the 

Michel and Corhin Creek valleys. Such affects could he severe on locally 

preferred areas of winter range, game licks, and routes of movement. The 

location of road or rail routes adjacent to game "licks" could present a 

serious hazard to ungulates. Areas of the type mentioned here have not been 

identified in the course of this study. 

Aesthetic dfprecistion of natural environment (5). Site development 

(open-pit mining areas), uverburden spoil arras, and constructed facilities 

will proh;lhly haw the greatest impact un aesthetics. Road and rail facilities 

-~--___ 
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arc accustomed artifacts of public recreation activity and will probably be 

less offensive in their effects on the aesthetic quality of the natural 

environment. Much could be done in all aspects of development to offset 

damaging aesthetic effects. Landscaping, building design and location, 

screening of offensive sites iron view and a variety of other methods could 

readily be employed to minimize the aesthetic impact of the proposed develop- 

malts. 

LOSS of foP?t resources (6). The Land Capability Analysis indicates 

that some lands affected by the proposed mining operation have high yield 

forestry capability, most of which is located at the lower elevations. The 

extent of forest resource losses attributable to the proposed mining operation 

has not been determined in this study but would be somewhat less than the 

total acreage of land affected. 

Loss of agricultural land (2. Lit!le, if any, arable land exists 

within the area affected by the proposed mine operation. Generally the lands 

subjected to mining operation are situated well above elevations suitable for 

crop production. Lands affected by access development plans are also above 

elevations suited for crop production, although some grazing potential may 

exist. It is understood at this time that some cattle grazing occurred in 

the Michel Creek valley in past years, but that this operation has been dis- 

continued. 

Loss of archa~olo~ic~al sites (8) No archacologicnlly important --: 

sites are presently known to exist within the area affected by the prapesed 

mining operation, I~owever there remains the possibility that such sites may be 

- 



presenr . In view of this possibility we ::ould advocate that the Provincial 

Archeaologist's Department be contacted to examine the areas affected by major 

earth disturbances. 

12.4 Environmental Valueh 

The values of natural resources that may be displaced take several 

general forms. These include: economic value derived from recreation activity, 

option value, social preservation value, and scientific value. Most of these 

values elude quantification by any known criterion. 

They are however a subject of vigorous public concern. Such public 

concern indicates that serious measures to minimize and repair environnent.l 

losses are as much a component of public demand as that relating to other forms 

of reSo"rCe uses. For this reason we would advise that serious attempts to 

offset potential environmental losses are warranted. 

12.5 Mitigation Possibilities 

A number of measures present themselves that offer technically sound 

ways of avoiding or minimizing environncntal damage. These are listed without 

detailed explanation or consideration of their social and economic feasibility 

at this time. Opportunities for mitigation have not been studied specifically, 

but the following are some of the more obvious that exist: 

1) Revegetation of waste dumps. Pleasures to ensure rapid revege- 

tation of waste dumps will be necessary to minimize erosion and the threat of 

silt problenis in streams, p rovide il‘ least partial replacement of wildlife 

habitat, and minimize the aesthetic impact. To ensure that revegetation can 

take place, a significant proportion of the slopes will leave to be covered 

with topsoil. 



A program will have to bc initiated to investigate the most cfiicient 

means of seeding, fertilizi~ng and irrigating and to determine the best mixture 

of seed type:; with respect to speed of generation, cover, rooting, durnbiliiy, 

and use as forage for wildlife. This program would be a long term study, com- 

mencing after the first year of operation when an appreciable dunp slope is 

available, and when its physical characteristics can be measured (type of 

material, slope, etc.). This would leave an appreciable arwunt of time in 

which to carry out an assessment of revegetation success in other parts of 

the east Kootenays and the United States at similar elevations. 

2) Relocation of all access to the west side of Michel Creek. This 

would largely eliminate the threat to wintering ungulate species by accidental 

collisions and would reduce the loss of wildlife winter range. It was pointed 

out earlier that the possibility of further development in the area resulting 

in more access routes or a greater traffic volume poses a further threat on 

wildlife populations. It is apparent from a wildlife preservation point of 

view, that all access development (including that for Byron Creek Collieries) 

be planned with a view to minimizing the risk to wildlife. With the pwsible 

proliferation of access routes and/or heavy frequency of traffic resulting iron 

several industrial users, it would be prudent to consider a 'corridor' approach 

located in the least scnsitiveaaren to wildlife - on the west side of Michel 

Creek. NC recommend that Xyron Creek Collieries approach the Provincial 

Government with this type of plan in oyder to precipitate the type of trans- 

portation planning which may ultimately be necessary to protect the valuable 

wildlife of the area. 

3) DeveSopment of hauling operations to reduce wildlife mOrtdity 

on road or railroad on the ca.st side of Hichel Creek (if access is not moved tc 

west side) should be cowidered. Restriction of truck and railroad hauling to 

dnylj~ght hours would have some effect, as would running a 'pilot' vehicle in 



front 01 the locomotive. !lortnlity, hm~cver, would largely be in proportion 

to frequency of traffic. 

In order to identify potential 'trouble spots' for road mortality, 

it will be necessary to locate lick areas and other preferred areas, and 

traditjonnl crossing sites, particularly for moose and elk. 

4) Routing and settling of run-off and waste water will be required. 

Ditching around the lower margin of the waste dump to intercept all run-off 

from the mine site and dumps, and leading to a settling pond adjacent to Corbin 

Creek .seems an appropriate measure to avoid silting problem in Michel and 

Corbin Creeks. Design of the ditch and pond will require the generation of 

hydrogrzphs for all streams intercepted, along with maximun expected flood 

volumes of probably 10 or 25 years frequencies. A program of frequent water 

quality analyses for the receiving waters of Corbin and Michel Creeks would 

have to be carried out in order to design for adequate settling and flocculatin& 

(if necessaryj of intercepted wafer. Overflow structures should be designed 

for tributary streams at their intercept points in order to accomclodate severe 

floods without risk to ditch and Fund security. It is likely that the receiving 

waters of Niche1 and Corbin Creeks would be in flood conditions at this time in 

any case, and the additional flood waters from the overflows would probably be 

of minor consequence. 

12.6 Additional Considerations and Studies 

h properly structured and scaled examination of the proposed coal 

mining operation impact on the environment would involve a number of features 

that b;ive not been discussed in this superficial stnicmeut. some of these are 

listed as follows: 

1) More detnilfd infi,rmstion on devclopnent plans; particularly 

I 
relatml to spoil treatlI:mt, acc~ess dcvrlopne111, facility location, rind tile 

~~~ 



2) &I inventory of fish and wildlife species and habitat, and gen- 

eration of information on the ecology of wildlife and fish populations in the 

vicinity of operations, including non-game species. 

This program should pay particular attention to game animals, 

and species which arc rare or unique and therefore command special protection. 

Eagle and perigrinc falcon nesting sites are examples of the latter. Adequate 

ecological descriptions of the fauna will require study over.at least a full 

year, incorporating (at least with ungulate species) a regional perspective 

in terms of relative numbers, relative range sizes, and migratory patterns and 

routes in order to determine true population effects. 

3) Original research respecting public use and values related to 

fishery and wildlife resources in the area of operation should be cxried out. 

Such information as the nature and exterit of various recreation activities 

associated with these resources is a necessary prerequisite to any economic 

interpretations that may be required. kn examination of guidin; and trapping 

interests that are involved and that may be affected is another concern. 

4) Some original research relating to general recreation activity 

and values that may be affected appears warranted. Little information of 

this kind exists in recorded form, > 'et such activity usually represents the 

largest componerlt of public acti~vity related to natural environments. 

5) A variety of institutional features related to the proposal 

and its effects need examination. Such matters as parks - planned or existing 

public access provisions, land tenure, Existing use (by pernit or otherwise), ~ 

etc. need to be determined before a complete and credible environmental impact 

statexent can he accomplished, or mitigation iueasures proposed. This aspect I 

of study would also entail liaison with various government agencies such as 



the Department of Recreation and Conservation, the Environment and Land Use 

Comittce, Ir’ater Resources Services, :Xines Department, the Reclnmation 

Cmmittee, etc. 

C. Ross Peterson 
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